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1. HIGH PRESSURE MATERIALS RESEARCH
Application of high pressure significantly alters the interatomic distance and thus the
nature of intermolecular interaction, chemical bonding, molecular configuration, crystal
structure, and stability of solid [1]. With modern advances in high-pressure technologies
[2], it is feasible to achieve a large (often up to a several-fold) compression of lattice, at
which condition material can be easily forced into a new physical and chemical
configuration [3]. The high-pressure thus offers enhanced opportunities to discover new
phases, both stable and metastable ones, and to tune exotic properties in a wide-range of
atomistic length scale, substantially greater than (often being several orders of) those
achieved by other thermal (varing temperatures) and chemical (varying composition or
making alloys) means.
Simple molecular solids like H2, C, CO2, N2, O2, H2O, CO, NH3, and CH4 are bounded
by strong covalent intramolecular bonds, yet relatively weak intermolecular bonds of van
der Waals and/or hydrogen bonds. The weak intermolecular bonds make these solids
highly compressible (i.e., low bulk moduli typically less than 10 GPa), while the strong
covalent bonds make them chemically inert at least initially at low pressures. Carbon-
carbon single bonds, carbon-oxygen double bonds and nitrogen-nitrogen triple bonds, for
example, are among the strongest. These molecular forms are, thus, often considered to
remain stable in an extended region of high pressures and high temperatures. High
stabilities of these covalent molecules are also the basis of which their mixtures are often
presumed to be the major detonation products of energetic materials as well as the major
constituents of giant planets. However, their physical/chemical stabilities are not truly
understood at those extreme pressure-temperature conditions. In fact, an increasing
amount of experimental evidences contradict the assumed stability of these materials at
high pressures and temperatures.
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Figure 1 illustrates the principle Hugoniots of simple molecules like O2, CO, N2, and
CO2 [4]. Clearly, all these materials exhibit the cusps on their Hugoniots at the pressure
range between 20 and 40 GPa. At these pressures, these materials could heat up to several
thousand degrees because of their high compressibilities. The calculated shock
temperature of carbon dioxide, for instance, is about 4500 K at 40 GPa. The presence of
such a distinctive cusp on the Hugoniot is surely an indication for chemical reaction or
phase change. In fact, many previous statistical mechanical calculations have shown that
these materials undergo strong chemical changes such as the decomposition of CO2 and
CO to the elementary products like carbon and oxygen and the dissociation of N2 and O2
to diatomic/monatomic ionic products. Note that the Hugoniots of unreacted CO and N2
are nearly identical, attributing to their isoelectronic characteristics resulting in same
initial density and similar nonbonded atom-atom potential. The previous diamond-anvil
cell studies of these materials [5-7] also found very similar phase diagrams with many
isostructural polymorphs. In the later chapter, we shall also see a similar parallelism
existing in the phase diagrams of isoelectronic triatomics CO2 and N2O.
Figure 1. Hugoniots of selected simple molecular solids, reproduced from the reference 4.
Each of these materials exhibits a cusp (indicated by arrow), a strong indication of chemical
and/or physical change. Open and closed symbols, respectively, represent unreacted and reacted
part of the Hugoniots.
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There are numerous examples, also indicating the increase of chemical instability of
unsaturated molecular bonds at high static pressures. The examples include many recent
discoveries: covalently bonded nonmolecular phases of nitrogen [8,9], carbon dioxide
[10], cyanogen [11], and carbon monoxide [12], charge transferred ionic solids of nitrous
dioxide [13,14], oxygen [15], and hydrogen [16],  metallic phases of oxygen [17,18, 19],
iodine [20, 21], and xenon [22,23], hydrogen bonded extended solids of symmetric ice
[24, 25] and hydrogen cyanide [26], and dissociative products of methane [27,28] and
aromatic compounds[29]. These fundamental changes in chemical bonding of simple
molecular solids may or may not occur reversibly upon the reversal of pressure and
temperature, offering the opportunity to understand the materials metastability. These
transformations and the associated changes in thermodynamic, mechanical, electronic and
magnetic properties are also fundamental to understand the state of matters in the deep
interiors of Earth and other planets and the chemistry behind high energetic detonation and
combustion.
Modern advances in theoretical and computational methodologies now make possible to
explain or even predict novel structures and properties in a relatively wide range of length
scales on the basis of thermodynamic stability. These theoretical calculations have been
successful, not only to explain the details of materials discovered in experiments such as
crystal structures, stabilities, properties, and transition dynamics [30-32], but also to
predict new often highly unusual phases that might exist at the extreme conditions.  To list
a few recent predictions includes super ionic phases of H2O and NH3 [33],
superconducting metallic H2 [34], and nonmolecular H2 fluid [35]. The development or
realization of these predicted, potentially useful materials is, however, controlled by the
stability of solids as well as the metastablility. In fact, many nanoparticles and surface
structures are engineered based on knowledge of their metastability. This makes the
experimental confirmation of material in a given stability (or metastability) field the
priority in materials research. Furthermore, theoretical calculations using the first
principles of physics and chemistry are computationally intensive (because of the intrinsic
N3 dependence) and rapidly become challenges as the system gets large and/or the
transition takes long, even with the most powerful computational tool available today. In
this regard, a close dialog of theory and experiments is the most powerful way to address
fundamental issues in high-pressure materials research.
1.1. Fundamental Principles of High Pressure Chemistry
The recent discoveries of nonmolecular phases of simple molecular solids [8-29]
demonstrate the proof-of-the-principles for producing exotic phases by application of high
pressure. More importantly, such a transition from a molecular solid to a denser covalently
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bonded framework structure indicates the fundamental principle of high-pressure
chemistry. This occurs because electron kinetic energy has a higher density dependence
(r2/3) than that of electrostatic potential energy (r1/3). As a result, electrons localized
within intramolecular bonds become increasingly less stable as density (or pressure)
increases and the intermolecular potential becomes highly repulsive (Fig. 2). At high
enough pressures, it will essentially lead to physical and chemical changes of molecular
solids and modification of their chemical bonds to more delocalized states such as
polymeric and metallic solids. This perhaps is the reason for which many unsaturated
molecular bonds become unstable above 10 GPa and network structures are ubiquitous at
high pressures as found in the crystal structures of diamond, c-BN, b- C3N4 [36],
symmetric-H2O [24, 25], and CO2 [37].
Three mechanisms may occur at high pressures to delocalize electrons and soften
repulsive potentials: (i) the pressure-induced ionization creating attractive electrostatic
coulomb interaction, (ii) polymerization delocalizing intramolecular electrons between
neighboring molecules, and (iii) metallization completely delocalizing electrons through
conduction bands. These processes represent the collective properties of solids, strongly
dependent on the intermolecular separation. Therefore, it is likely that these processes
occur with increasing pressure as molecular phases Æ ionic species Æ polymeric phases
Æ metallic phases, in a way to produce the configuration with more itinerant electrons.
Figure 2. A conceptual representation of intermolecular energy change as a function of
intermolecular distances.  The nature of intermolecular potential becomes highly repulsive at a
short distance or high density.
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Because of large modification in chemical bonding associated with the molecular-to-
nonmolecular phase transition, one might expect large activation energies in the reverse
process and thus the nonmolecular product to be metastable even at the ambient condition.
Furthermore, these types of extended molecular solids, particularly made of low-Z first
and second row elements, are entirely a new class of novel materials that may exhibit
interesting properties such as super-hardness [37], optical nonlinearity [10],
superconductivity [34, 38-39], high energy density [40], and to name a few. The previous
theoretical calculations [40], for example, have predicted that polymeric nitrogen may
contain a dramatically enhanced energy density (Energy/Volume) equal to about three
times that of HMX (one of the most powerful conventional high explosives available
today). Metallic H2 has been predicted to be a high Tc superconductor [34], as are many
other low-Z molecular solids like B, Li and S [38, 39] found to be.
1.2. Generalized Phase Diagram of Simple Molecule
Figure 3. A conceptual generalized physical/chemical phase diagram of solids at high
pressures and temperatures, illustrating the melting maximum and phase boundaries in both solid
and fluids
Figure 3 illustrates several chemical and physical changes of molecular solids occurring
at high pressures and high temperatures. At high pressures of 100 GPa, electrons develop
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huge kinetic energy (Fig. 2) and, thereby, the core and valance electrons can strongly mix
with valence electrons of its own or nearby molecules. Such a core swelling  and/or a
valence mixing creates an excellent environment for simple molecules to chemically
transform into nonmolecular phases such as polymeric and metallic solids. At high
pressures of 100 GPa, the mechanical energy (PDV) of the molecular system often exceeds
an eV, comparable to those of most chemical bonds and certainly enough to induce
chemistry acquiring bond scissions. The products are controlled by collective behaviors of
molecules, leading to strongly associated phases probably in a pressure range of 10-50
GPa, multi-dimensional polymeric products at around 50 and 100 GPa, and eventually
band-gap closing molecular and atomic metals typically above 100 GPa. At sufficiently
high pressures of ~1 TPa, most solids will lose their periodic integrities [41] and the
system with simple or no core electrons (e.g. H2 and He) may even convert into a bare
nuclei.
The materials at high temperatures, on the other hand, often transform into an open
structure like bcc because of a large increase of entropy [41]. The melting transition is
another example of electron delocalization in an simple electron-gas model [42]. In fact, at
extremely high pressures where the matter is composed of a bare nuclei, one can expect
the melting to occur at zero K [43].  This would result in a melting maximum and a close
loop of melting curve as illustrated in Fig. 3.  Further increasing temperatures well above
the melt will eventually ionize, dissociate or even decompose molecules into elemental
atoms [3,4,44,45]. Such a temperature-induced ionization would eventually produce a
conducting state of matter if the pressure be sufficiently high [46.47]. This means that the
molecular-to-nonmolecular and/or insulator-to-metallic transitions would also form a close
loop in the pressure-temperature phase diagram. These close loops of melting and
molecular-to-nonmolecular phase lines should intersect at a triple point of intermediate
high pressures and temperatures [35, 48]. Therefore, the combined effect of high pressure
and high temperature will provide a way of probing a delicate balance between mechanical
(PDV) and thermal (TDS) energies or between pressure-induced electron delocalization
and temperature-induced electron ionization, reflected on stabilities of phases and the
phase boundaries. These pressure-temperature induced changes are unique, establishing an
entirely different set of periodic behaviors in crystal structure and electronic and magnetic
properties unfound in the conventional periodic table. In return, this is what makes the
“Mbar chemistry” unique from any ambient-pressure combinatorial chemistry based on
variation of chemical composition and temperature. New opportunities to discover
interesting phenomena and exotic materials exist in both liquids and solids at high
pressures.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS FOR HIGH PRESSURE RESEARCH
Studies of high-density molecular solids and fluids at the extreme pressure-temperature
conditions where molecular solids transform into nonmolecular polymeric and metallic
phases are very challenging, because of the difficulties associated with achieving such
formidable high pressure-temperature conditions, the absence of in-situ structural probe
for a minute sample inevitable in static high pressures, and the transient nature of species
encountered in dynamic high pressure conditions. With recent developments of high
pressure-temperature membrane diamond-anvil cells coupled with micro-probing
diagnostic methods available at third-generation synchrotron x-ray sources [49] and
modern laser systems [50], these challenges on one hand are rapidly becoming more
attainable for static experiments. There are also rapid growing efforts of utilizing a large
volume press in high-pressure materials research, made of WC anvils, sintered-diamond
anvils, Møssanite anvils [51], Sapphire anvils, or CVD grown large volume anvils [52].
Gas gun, laser, and magnetic drivers, on the other hand, can also be used in high-pressure
materials research to investigate the dynamic aspect of material behaviors at high
pressures and temperatures. While these dynamic experiments are typically performed to
exploit the materials on the Hugoniot states, the method can be modified to provide
variable loading that can range from near isentropic all the way to the Hugoniot [53-55]
and to utilize modern diagnostic developments capable of probing transient events such as
a ps-time resolved x-ray diffraction and a sub-ps laser probes [56].
Shock and static high pressures are complimentary in many aspects including thermal
conditions, kinetics, states of stress, rates of loading, etc., all of which could have different
implications for materials applications. Because of these differences, the materials behave
very differently under shock and static conditions. For example, the materials at shock
compressions favor a martensitic transformation than a reconstructive one [57]. Shock-
compressed liquid is often found at the P, T- conditions well above its melt curve, due to
the kinetics associated with forming long-range ordered solids [58]. Large crystals can be
grown in static conditions; whereas, shock wave typically results in nanocrystals or
amorphous materials. Shock-induced reactions are often dissociative; whereas, the static
reactions are typically associative [59]. The shear-band interaction is a typical mechanism
for the reactions in shock-compressed solids; whereas, such an interaction is absent in
static conditions [60]. Clearly, complementary information from shock- and static- high
pressures experiments is critical to gain insight of materials transformation at high
pressures and temperatures.
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3. EXAMPLES OF TRIATOMIC MOLECULAR SOLIDS
There are numerous theoretical and experimental results demonstrating that simple
molecular solids transform into nonmolecular phases at high pressures and temperatures,
ranging from monatomic molecular solids such as sulfur [61], phosphorous [62] and
carbon [63]  to diatomic molecular solids such as nitrogen [8, 9, 40], carbon monoxide
[12] and iodine [20,21], to triatomic molecules such as ice [24,25], carbon dioxide
[10,31,37] and carbon disulfide [64, 65] to polyatomics such as methane [27,28] and
cyanogen [11], and aromatic compounds [29]. In this section, we will limit our discussion
within a few molecular triatomics: first to review the transformations in two isoelectronic
linear triatomics, carbon dioxide and nitrous dioxide, and then to discuss about their
periodic analogies to carbon disulfide and silicone dioxide.
3.1. Carbon Dioxide: CO2
Carbon dioxide is a good example of material with a richness of high-pressure
polymorphs and a great diversity in intermolecular interactions, chemical bonding and
crystal structures. The phase diagram of carbon dioxide (Fig. 4) summarizes the physical
and chemical changes and their crystal structures (Fig. 5) at high pressures and
temperatures.  Early high-pressures studies [60, 66-68, 70] established the existence of
two molecular solid phases: a cubic (Pa3) phase I and an orthorhombic (Cmca) phase III,
both stabilized by quadruple interactions between the linear molecules [71]. Recent
diamond-anvil cell studies [37, 72-74] have discovered three additional phases whose
chemical bondings and crystal structures are very different from those of molecular solids.
New phases discovered include tetrahedral bonded polymeric phase V (P212121) like SiO2-
tridymite, bent phase IV (P41212 or Pbcn) like SiO2-cristobalite or a post-stishovite a-
PbO2, and strongly associated pseudo-six-folded phase II (P42/mnm or Pnnm) like SiO2-
stishovite (or its orthorhombic distortion to a CaCl2-like structure). The evidence of the
sixth phase VI [74] has also been reported but its crystal structure and stability field is not
well understood. It is also known that carbon dioxide molecules undergo strong chemical
changes under shock compression evident from a cusp in shock Hugoniot near 40 GPa and
4500 K (see Fig. 1). Though no chemical change was observed in pure carbon dioxide at
high temperatures (at least up to 3000 K) below 30 GPa, an interesting ionic form of
carbon dioxide dimer, CO2+CO3
2-, was produced by laser heating carbon particles in
oxygen to above 2000K at around 10 GPa [75].
9Figure 4 (top). Phase diagram of carbon dioxide with five polymorphs with 50 GPa and 2000 K.
All high temperature phases, II, IV and V, can be stabilized at the ambient temperature over an
entire stability range of phase III.  This may suggest that phase III is metastability, frozen in only
through compression of phase I, and result in four phase boundaries of I through IV being
accidentally degenerated at a single thermodynamic point.  This phase diagram indicates that
pure molecular solid like I is stable only within a limited range of pressure and temperature (less
than 10-20 GPa and 500 K) and transforms into non-molecular extended phase V through
intermediate phases like II,  IV and to some extent highly strained phase III at high pressures.
Figure 5 (below). Crystal structure of carbon dioxide polymorphs:  (a) a cubic (Pa-3) phase
I with four molecules per unit cell.  In this structure, carbon atoms at the  face centered positions
and the molecular axis aligned to the great diagonal direction. (b) a orthorhombic (Cmca) phase
III with four molecules per unit cell, a layer structure with all carbons at the face centered
positions and all molecules are on the ab-plane. (c) a tetragonal (P42/mnm) structure with pseudo-
six folded carbon atoms with two elongated intramolecular bonded oxygens and four collapsed
intermolecular bonded oxygen atoms in the four nearest neighbor molecules.  Because of a short
oxygen-oxygen contact distance, this phase exhibits an orthorhombic distortion (Pnnm) and
dynamic disorder.  (d) an orthorhombic (Pbcn) structure with four molecules per unit cell with
bent molecular configurations. This phase also shows an elongated intramolecular bonds and a
collapsed intermolecular bonds. (5) an orthorhombic (P212121) structure with eight molecules per
unit cell.  In this structure, all carbon atoms are four fold coordinated with carbon-oxygen single
bonds.
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3.1.1. Molecular Phase  I and III
Carbon dioxide molecule is a simplest form of linear molecular triatomics abundant in
nature. At ambient temperatures, it crystallizes into cubic (Pa-3) phase I, known as “dry
ice”, at around 1.5 GPa and then to orthorhombic phase III (Cmca) above 12 GPa (see
Figs. 4 and 5).  Both of these structures commonly appear in many other molecular solids
[76,77], for which stabilities have been well understood in terms of the intermolecular
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. In these phases at relatively low pressures below 15
GPa, the nearest intermolecular separation is in a range of 3.0 to 2.5 Å, typically 2 - 2.5
times of the intramolecular C=O bond distance ranging 1.35 – 1.30 Å (all depending on
pressure).  These values are typical for molecular solids [1].
The crystal structures of these two molecular phases are similar.  All carbon atoms are
at the face centered positions. Carbon dioxide molecules in phase I are aligned along the
great diagonal direction, whereas, those in phase III are aligned approximately along the
face diagonal within the ab-plane. As a result, the IÆIII phase transition is associated with
only a minor change in molecular rearrangement; that is, a slight tilt of CO2 molecules
from the great diagonal to the face diagonal without any apparent discrete change in their
specific volumes [9]. This martensitic nature makes the IÆIII phase transition sluggish at
ambient temperature, and both phases coexist over an extended pressure range between 12
and 22 GPa. The extended metastability of cubic CO2-I to 22 GPa also reflects its small
energy difference from that of CO2-III in this pressure range, and a presence of small
lattice strain would prolong the stability of CO2-I well above its stability field as was
observed.
There is, however, a subtle but important difference between the two phases.  Note that
the molecular axis of carbon dioxide is slightly tilted from the exact diagonal direction at
51.7 degree.  As a result, oxygen atom in phase III faces approximately the center of C=O
bonds, not the carbon atoms of nearest neighbor molecules. Therefore, one may consider
the Cmca phase as a “paired” layer structure. Such a pairing of molecules in the Cmca
structure has an important consequence at high pressures (above 20 GPa), converting this
phase III to a non-typical molecular solid. It develops high strains in the lattice evident
from its characteristic texture and the ability to support a large pressure gradient (~100
GPa/mm at 30 GPa). It also has unusually high bulk modulus of 80 GPa [78] (comparable
to that of Si - 87 GPa [79]). Therefore, it is a possibility that molecular phase III is not
stable in this pressure range, but the kinetic barrier may preclude any further
transformation at the ambient temperature. In fact, this conjecture is supported by its
transformation at high temperatures to nonmolecular phase V above 40 GPa and to
intermediate phases II and IV above 20 GPa. Further convincing is the fact that all of these
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high-temperature phases II, IV and V can be quenched in an entire stability field of CO2-
III.
3.1.2. Nonmolecular extended phase V
Laser heating the phase III transforms into an extended nonmolecular solid, phase V,
above 40 GPa and 1800 K [10]. The vibration spectrum of this phase shows a strong C-O-
C stretch mode at around 800 cm-1 at 40 GPa, clearly indicating that it is an extended
covalent solid made of carbon-oxygen single bonds. Though it occurs above 1800 K, the
transition appears to have no strong dependence on temperature.  Thus, it is likely that the
experimentally observed phase boundary be a kinetic barrier.  In fact, the first principles
calculation at 0K suggests that such a molecular-to-nonmolecular phase transition would
take place above 40 GPa. The phase V can be quenched at the ambient temperature as long
as the pressure retains above 10 GPa. Below 10 GPa, it depolymerizes into the phase I,
although the remnant of polymeric phase V can be seen at substantially lower pressures
down to 1 GPa where CO2 liquidifies or sublimes.
Determining the crystal structure of phase V has been challenging for several reasons,
including (i) its coexistence with other phases due to an incomplete transformation of
phase III and/or the metastability of other high temperature phase IV and II, (ii) the
presence of large lattice distortion and (iii) highly preferred orientation.  Nevertheless, the
x-ray data indicate that the crystal structure is similar to that of trydimite (P212121) [37].
In this structure of CO2-V, each carbon atom is tetrahedrally bound to four oxygen atoms.
These CO4 tetrahedral units share their corner oxygens to form six-fold distorted
holohedral rings with alternating tetrahedral apices pointing up and down the ab-plane.
The apices of tetrahedra are then connected through oxygen atoms along the c-axis. This
interconnected layer structure of tetrahedra results in the C-O-C angle 130 (±10)o, which is
substantially smaller than those of SiO2-tridymites, 174
o-180o [80].
It is well known that in SiO2 there is very little energy difference for various
polymorphs of tridymite.  In addition, there often exists a substantial distortion in the
oxygen sublattice of SiO2-tridymite. In fact, recent theoretical calculations have shown
that there are a little difference among those candidate structures of CO2-V, including a,
b-quartz, m-chacopalite, trydimite, coesite, etc..  However, contrary to a wide range of Si-
O-Si bond angles in SiO2 from near 180
o in tridymite to 145o in quartz [81], all C-O-C
bond angles in CO2-V were estimated to be about 130 degrees. Such rigidity in the C-O-C
bond angle results in a relatively large distortion in the six-fold holohedra along the ab-
plane of CO2-V.  It in turn reflects the fact that oxygen atoms in CO2-V are more tightly
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bound than in SiO2 and results in a higher covalence and bulk modulus for CO2-V than for
any SiO2 polymorphs.
The synthesis of “polymorphic carbon dioxide” resembling SiO2 glass has long been a
challenge in chemistry for many reasons such as high strength, high thermal conductivity,
wide band gap,  high chemical stability, etc.. The high-pressure synthesis of polymeric
phase V clearly demonstrates the very existence of CO2 polymer and, more importantly,
reveals several interesting properties. It is an optically nonlinear solid, converting infrared
light into green light with a high conversion efficient unparallel to any of conventional
nonlinear crystals [10]. It also has an extremely low compressibility nearly same with c-
BN (Table I) and thus is likely super hard [37].  The recovery of this phase V at the
ambient condition, however, remains to be a challenge to date.
Table I.  The stiffness of carbon dioxide phases in comparison with other covalently
materials, showing extremely low compressibilities of nonmolecular carbon dioxide
phases.
3.1.3 Intermediate phases II and IV
At 19 GPa,  CO2-III transforms to a new phase, CO2-II, above 500 K and then to CO2-
IV above 650 K [82]. These transformations are apparent from distinct changes in both
visual appearance and Raman spectrum as represented in Fig. 6. The Raman spectrum of
quenched CO2-IV exhibits a triplet bending mode n2(O=C=O) near 650 cm-1, suggesting a
broken inversion symmetry because of molecular bending in this phase.
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Figure 6. Characteristic visual appearances and Raman spectra of carbon dioxide phases at
high pressures and temperatures, The microphotograph were taken at 18.5 GPa as temperature
increases to 450, 610 and 720 K for each phases.  Note a large separation of the n1 mode of phase
II indicates a strong association of CO2 molecules.
CO2-II crystallizes into a stishovite-like structure (P42/mnm), where carbon atoms are
pseudo-six fold coordinated with oxygen atoms: two bonded oxygen atoms at the
elongated C=O distance ~1.33 Å and four nonbonded oxygen atoms of nearest molecules
at about 2.34 Å. Note that the intermolecular distance is even less than twice the
intramolecular distance. Based on the elongated intramolecular bond distance and the
collapsed intermolecular distance, the phase II should be considered as an intermediate
phase between molecular and nonmolecular solids [73]. Strong molecular association of
carbon dioxide molecules in this highly distorted octahedral structure in turn results in a
high bulk modulus near Bo = 130 GPa (Table II) and a large separation of symmetric n1
vibration (see two bands at around 1450 cm-1 of phase II at 36 GPa in Fig. 6).
Furthermore, this is a layer structure with an extremely short oxygen-oxygen contact
distance, 2.35 Å, in the ab-plane, resulting in a tetragonal-to-orthorhombic (Pnnm, CaCl2-
like) distortion and the dynamic disorder evident in both Raman and x-ray data.
The crystal structure of CO2-IV can be interpreted in terms of two plausible models: the
P41212  (a-SiO2 cristobalite) and the Pbcn (a-PbO2, post-stishovite). Carbon dioxide
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molecules are bent slightly more in the Pbcn phase (<C-O-C = 160 degree) than in the
P41212 (171 degree).  In fact, the Raman spectrum of phase IV [83] clearly includes the n2
bending modes, typically forbidden in a linear molecule. Thus, it too suggests the bending
of CO2 molecules. Because of dipole interactions, the intermolecular interactions are
expected to be even stronger in this phase than that of phase II. For both models, the
intramolecular C-O bond is increased to 1.5 (±0.1) Å at the distance of C-O single bond,
whereas the intermolecular C..O distance is reduced to around 2.1 (±0.2) Å. The bending
and elongation of the molecular units suggest that phase IV is also an intermediate state
between the molecular and non-molecular extended phases. Therefore, it is apparent that
the molecular-to-nonmolecular transformation in carbon dioxide occurs gradually via
intermediate phases IV and II.
Both phases II and IV can be quenched at ambient temperatures over the entire stability
field of phase III. This result indicates that the phase III is likely a metastable phase.
Interesting changes have also observed from the quenched phase IV in particular.  The 650
cm-1 bending modes rapidly soften with increasing pressure, indicating an enhanced
intermolecular interaction among neighboring bent CO2 molecules.  At 80 GPa, the low-
frequency vibron collapses into high-frequency phonons, and CO2-IV becomes an
extended amorphous solid, another form of nonmolecular CO2. Upon laser heating the
quenched phase IV,  CO2-IV transforms into polymeric CO2-V above 30 GPa.   Note that
the IVÆV transition pressure 30 GPa is substantially lower than that of the IIIÆV
transition 40 GPa.  It is probably due to the bent configuration of CO2-IV, which lowers
the activation barrier of the polymerization.
3.1.4. Ionic solids
At relatively low pressures below 10 GPa where carbon dioxide remains purely
molecular. Carbon-oxygen double bonds are highly stable and no transformation has been
observed to 3000 K in phase I.  On the other hand, there has been an experimental
evidence for which the direct elementary reaction of carbon and oxygen at about 2000 K
and 9 GPa yields an nearly transparent ionic product of carbon dioxide dimer [75]. The
fact that the ionic carbon dioxide dimer does not form directly from molecular carbon
dioxide, implying an existence of a large activation barrier for the dimerization pathway.
However, once formed at high P and T, the dimer can be quenched to ambient temperature
at high pressures.
The Raman spectrum of quenched products (Fig. 7) consists of the symmetric stretching
of excess b-O2 at 1585 cm
-1, two Fermi-resonance bands of CO2 at 1270 and 1400 cm
-1,
and three new additional sharp bands at 734, 1079, and 2242 cm-1. The systematic of the
latter three bands are very similar to those of nitrosonium nitrate NO+NO3
-, an ionic dimer
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of nitrogen dioxide.  This similarity suggests that the products also include a species with
carbonates and carbosonium, CO2+CO3
2-. The vibrations of carbonate ions appears at 713
and 1082 cm-1 in CaCO3 [84], and the CO vibration appears about 2150 cm
-1 at 5 GPa
[85]. Electronic structure calculations for CO2+ [86, 87] suggest that there are several low
lying states of CO2+, whose vibrational frequencies vary between 1000 and 2000 cm-1.
The yield of ionic dimer in this sample is small; other samples show nearly complete
conversion (vida infra, the 9 GPa trace in Fig. 6).
Figure 7. Raman spectra of CO2+CO3
2- quenched from the elementary reactions of C and O2
at 9 GPa and 2000 K, in (a)  internal and (b) external vibrational regions.
Figure 7 also compares the lattice phonons of the C-O2 products with those of NO
+NO3
-
and shows striking similarities in the number of bands, band shapes, widths and
intensities. Differences in the peak positions can be attributed to different pressures, force
constants, and reduced masses. Similarities of vibrons and lattice phonons between
NO+NO3
- and the C-O2 reaction products imply that they have similar molecular
configurations, CO2+CO3
2-, and similar crystal structures. The crystal structure of
CO2+CO3
2-  has not been determined as yet; that of NO+NO3
- has been determined to be
aragonite-like structure (will be discussed in the sections).
3.1.5. Dissociative solids
Shock-compressed carbon dioxide exhibits a strong slope change in the Hugoniot (recall
Fig. 1), a clear indication of chemical reaction, at around 40 GPa and estimated
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temperature of 4500 K [1]. The previous theoretical calculation has confirmed that it is
indeed due to chemical dissociation of carbon dioxide to elementary products such as
diamond and oxygen. In recent diamond-anvil cell experiments [74], the similar
dissociative products, lonstaleite diamond and oxygen, have also been observed from the
quenched products after laser-heating of CO2 samples at 67 GPa. The transition
temperatures were estimated to be about 2500 K at 35 GPa, substantially lower than the
estimated shock transition temperature 4500 K.
3.2 Nitrous Oxide: an Electronic Analog
CO2 and N2O are isoelectronic, linear triatomics with similar molecular weights,
melting temperatures and quadrupole moments. Although N2O has no inversion symmetry,
it has been shown to resonate between two bonding configurations with opposing dipole
moments: -N=N+=O and N=N+=O- [88]. As a result, the net dipole moment of nitrous
oxide is negligible compared to its substantial quadrupole moment [89, 90] at relatively
low pressures. Therefore, one can find a close parallelism between the phase diagrams of
N2O in Fig. 8 [91] and  CO2 discussed above (Fig. 4).  However, note that such a close
phase parallelism is maintained mainly in a molecular regime. Upon breaking or
weakening of N=O (C=O) bonds at high pressures and temperatures, the different nature
of carbon and nitrogen enhances the ionic character in N2O phases and eventually leads to
ionization of N2O, instead of the polymerization as seen in CO2.
Figure 8. Phase diagram of nitrous oxide
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3.2.1 The phase diagram of N2O
In the absence of dipole ordering, N2O molecules are oriented randomly and crystallize
in the same configurations as CO2 [92] as phase I (Pa3) at 1 GPa and phase III (Cmca)
above ~5 GPa.  At high temperatures, there exist two additional N2O phases (labeled II
and IV in Fig. 8).  Above ~600 K,  phase II stabilizes above 23 GPa in a relatively narrow
temperature range 10-30 K.  Phase IV, on the other hand, is obtained by heating either
phase III below 23 GPa, or phase II at higher pressures. These transformations can be
readily observed by abrupt changes in the visual appearance of the sample and in the
Raman spectrum, similarly to the case of CO2 phases.
While the one-to-one phase analogy between CO2 and N2O is maintained at relatively
low pressures and temperatures, these materials develop significant differences with
increasing pressure and temperature. For example, at ambient temperatures, N2O-III
remains stable to at least 135 GPa, whereas CO2-III becomes highly unusual above 20
GPa and becomes unstable above 40 GPa with respect to its polymeric phase V. The
crystal structure of high-temperature phase IV also exhibits a subtle but important
difference between N2O and CO2.  That is, the center nitrogen atoms in N2O-IV occupy
the face-centered-cubic (fcc) sites; whereas the carbon atoms in CO2-IV deviate from the
fcc packing and form zigzag chains. This difference results in a perfect layer structure and
a relatively large bending angle 132o in N2O, but in a large buckling of CO2 layers and a
substantially smaller bending angle 170o in CO2. This divergence is due to the difference
in ionicity (or covalency) between N2O and CO2.  Such a difference in ionicity, in turn,
leads to further significant divergence in their chemistry at high pressures and
temperatures. That is, N2O disproportionates into ionic NO
+NO3
- and N2 [13, 14] whereas
CO2 polymerizes into an extended covalent solid above 35 GPa and 2000 K [10, 72].
3.2.2 Ionization and dissociation
Laser-heating of N2O-III at lower pressures, 10-20 GPa, to about 2000 K (Fig. 9)
produces a more complicated set of products, consisting of d-N2 (the doublet near 2365
cm-1), b-O2 (doublet at 1650 cm-1), NO+NO3- (730, 835, 1095, and 2250 cm-1), nitrogen-
oxygen products (features between 750 cm-1 and 1070 cm-1). Subsequent heating of the
ionic product also results in a similarly complex set of dissociation products. Therefore, it
is apparent that the ionic phase NO+NO3- further dissociates into N2 and O2.  In fact, the
ionization is always accompanied by dissociation when N2O-III is laser-heated at
pressures below 30 GPa, whereas no evidence for further dissociation of NO+NO3- was
observed to 3370 K at higher pressures. These results suggest that the dissociation
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temperature of the ionic dimer increases with increasing pressure.  Note also in Fig. 9c the
splitting of the oxygen stretching mode, indicating that the oxygen is dissolved in d-N2
(Pm3n) [93]. This splitting is due to a vibration-vibration resonance transfer between
molecules at two types of molecular sites of d-N2 [94].  The relative intensities of the
components of the doublet vary with pressure and composition21, on which basis we
estimate the oxygen content of the d-N2 in Fig. 9c to be about 10 %.
Figure 9. Raman spectra of N2O-IIIL (a) before and (b, c) after laser-heating, showing the
pressure-induced reactions to (b) the ionization products of NO+NO3
- and h-N2 at 54 GPa and (c)
the dissociation products d-N2 containing dissolved O2, N/O-compounds, and NO
+NO3
- at 10 GPa
Both the ionic and dissociative reaction products (Fig. 9b and 9c, respectively) are
quenchable at room temperature at all pressures studied (between 10 and 55 GPa). The
ionic phase (NO+NO3-) is stable in a wide pressure region to 55 GPa, the maximum
pressure applied. No reverse transition of NO+NO3- to the molecular phases of N2O4, N2O,
or NO2 was observed even below the N2O-I/III transition pressure 4-5 GPa.  This is
contrarily to the high pressure-temperature phases of CO2 (phases II, III, IV, and V and its
ionic dimer phase [95]), all of which transform back to the phase I (Pa3) near 11 GPa.
Note that the splitting of the n 4 mode above 35 GPa, probably resulted from the
anisotropic strain developed in the lattice.
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3.2.3. Novel ionic crystal
A rigorous determination of the crystal structure of NO+NO3
- has not been made to date,
because of several experimental challenges such as the coexistence of by-products like d-
N2 (Pm3n) and N2O-III (Cmca) and their highly preferred orientation. Nevertheless, based
on the Le Bail fit, the x-ray diffraction data of NO+NO3
- can be explained in terms of an
orthorhombic cell with a plausible space group of either Pnma or Pn21a.  Note that the
Pnma structure is analogous to the aragonite, CaCO3, as occurred in other nitrates such as
KNO3 or NH3NO3 [96].
NO+NO3
- is an extremely high density ionic solid with the density ~2.7 g/cc at the
ambient condition. Figure 10 compares room-temperature isotherms for N2O-III and
NO+NO3
- to 55 GPa with those of CO2-III and CO2-V. At pressures below 15 GPa, N2O-
III is relatively soft initially (Bo= 10.9 GPa), as is typical of molecular solids, e.g., N2O-I
(Bo=7.9) and CO2-I (Bo=6.2). At higher pressures, N2O-III rapidly stiffens and its
compression curve becomes essentially identical to that of CO2-III. The ionic phase of
NO+NO3-, however, behaves quite differently from the non-molecular phase CO2-V.
NO+NO3- is substantially softer (Bo=45.0 GPa) than polymeric CO2-V (Bo=362 GPa) [37].
As a result, NO+NO3- becomes denser than CO2-V above 12 GPa despite its lower density
at the ambient pressure. The higher density of NO+NO3- than CO2-V at high pressures
probably reflects a more efficient packing of the ion pairs in NO+NO3-. It is probably due
to relatively strong attractive columbic interaction of the ion pairs, in contrast to very stiff
covalent bonds of CO2-V with its low-coordination structure. This result is also consistent
with the higher number of nearest neighbors in NO+NO3- than CO2-V; for example, each
nitrosonium (NO+) ion has six nearest nitrate ions, whereas each carbon atoms in CO2-V
has only four nearest oxygen atoms.
The inset of Fig. 10 compares the molar volumes of N2O-III with the ionic and
dissociative products.  Above 5 GPa, the mixture of NO+NO3
- and N2 [97] has smallest
molar volume and thus is favored over both N2O-III and the dissociative mixture of N2
and O2 [98].  On the other hand, the molar volume of the N2 and O2 mixture becomes
smaller than that of b-N2O above 56 GPa and, based on the extrapolation, of the mixture
of NO+NO3
- above 130 GPa.  This result thus suggests that the ionization is primarily
driven by densification at high pressures, whereas the dissociation observed between 10
and 30 GPa results from the combined effects of densification and entropy increase at high
pressures and temperatures. This conclusion is also consistent with the presumption that
the dissociation would require higher temperature than the ionization.
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Figure 10. Pressure-volume plots of NO+NO3
- in comparison with N2O and CO2 phases.
(Inset) Molar volumes of N2O in comparison with ionic and dissociated products.
3.3 Carbon Disulfide: a Periodic Analog
Carbon disulfide is also another example of CO2 analog, a centro-symmetric linear
triatomic molecule with a similar valence electronic structure.  The phase diagram of
carbon disulfide is shown in Fig. 11. At room temperature, CS2 molecules crystallizes into
an orthorhombic (Cmca) structure at ~0.5 GPa [99].  While this structure is identical to
those of CO2-III and N2O-III, it is interesting to note that the cubic Pa-3 structure seen in
CO2-I and N2O-I is absent in the phase diagram of CS2.  Nevertheless, it is still consistent
with the periodic structural variation with pressure; for example, the absence of the
graphite structure in silicon and the second-row CO2 transforming to the structures of the
third-row compound SiO2 at high pressures.  Furthermore, as in the cases of CO2-III, the
CS2 molecules in the Cmca phase behave cooperatively and lead to strong chemical
reactions at high pressures and high temperatures. In fact, there are many other examples
showing strong collective behaviors in the Cmca, including X2 [100],  H2-III [101], Li2
[102], etc.
N2O-III
4 N2O-III
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Figure 11. Phase diagram of carbon disulfide, showing several reaction zones at high
pressures and temperatures. The pressure-temperature conditions of various shock wave
experiments are also reproduced to highlight the similarity observed in reaction products between
shock and static high pressure experiments.
Bridgman was the first to report the chemical transformation of carbon disulfide to a
black polymer under static high pressure-temperature condition (~5.5 GPa and 450 K)
[103]. However, Agnew and coworkers [104] later found that the chemistry of CS2 is
actually substantially more complicated at high pressures and temperatures as illustrated in
Fig. 11. Several reaction zones were identified, all of which contain the mixtures of
multimer products of carbon dioxide.  Note that at the ambient temperature carbon
disulfide transforms into a dimeric product above 9 GPa, signifying the dimeric pairing of
the Cmca structure.
The chemical reaction of CS2 have also been studied under various (single [105], double
[106], and multiple [107]) shock conditions, which follow different thermal paths as
illustrated in Fig. 11. For example, CS2 molecules under single shock conditions
decompose to carbon and sulfur [105]; whereas, they behave collectively under multiple
shock conditions [108, 109]. These studies found that the primary effect of pressure and
temperature on CS2 is the p -electron delocalization. Such a p-electron delocalization
induces the molecular bending, evident from the appearance of “T-band” in absorption
[110], which could be a precursor to the chemical reaction.  Based on the cooperative
Decomposition
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behavior of CS2 and the absorption spectral changes, the reaction was suggested to be an
associative one to CS2 multimer and/or Bridgman black polymer, similar to those
observed under the static conditions.  The collective behavior and polymerization of CS2
molecules are in a way analogous to those of CO2.
3.4 Silicon Dioxide: a Periodic Analog
Despite a huge difference in the electronic structure, the crystal structures of CO2
phases exhibit a great degree of similarity with those of many SiO2 polymorphs as shown
in Fig. 12. The examples include stishovite-like CO2-II (P42/mnm) [73], b-cristobalite-like
CO2-IV (P41212 or Pbcn) [72], tridymite-like CO2-V (P212121) [37], and even
a-cristobalite-like CO2-I (Pa-3).  While the structures of CO2 phases are (or close to)
isostructural to those of SiO2 polymorphs, the nature of chemical bonding is clearly
different between CO2 and SiO2 polymorphs. With increasing pressure and temperature,
the intermolecular bonding in CO2 phases, for example, increases from nearly non-
bonding in the phase I to approximately a half-bonding in phases II and IV and to a full
covalent bonding in phase V.
Figure 12. Phase diagram of SiO2
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The crystal structure and transformation of CO2-II also exhibits subtle difference from
stishovite: (1) because of high covalency in C-O bonds [111-113], the O-C-O and O-C-O
angles are more rigid and favor 110-130 degrees, which contrasts with a wider range of
angles, 90 to 180 degrees, observed in various SiO2 polymorphs [114, 115].  (2) There are
no nearby d-bands in carbon, which makes it difficult to stabilize nonbonding electrons of
oxygen atoms at pressures below 100 GPa. As a result, the transition of CO2-II to a
“perfect” six-folded extended phase is limited at these intermediate pressures. Instead, the
lattice develops various distortions like the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic distortion and
bending of linear molecules, which precede a transition to a four-fold carbon dioxide-V
phase. (3) Finally, CO2-II appears at lower pressures than four-fold CO2-V, whereas six-
fold stishovite appears at substantially higher pressures than four-fold quartz and coesite.
Clearly, it reflects the intermediate nature of CO2-II between molecular and extended
solids.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
While the pressure-induced electron delocalization explains qualitatively the molecular-
to-nonmolecular phase transition, the detailed mechanisms are substantially more complex
because of the existence of intermediate phases, metastability, kinetics, and lattice strain.
For all triatomics molecules discussed above, the molecular phases are only stable within a
limited range of pressures (<10 GPa) and temperatures (<500 K) and that, at higher
pressures and temperatures, they transform into molecular configurations with more
itinerant electrons.  For example, molecular CO2 phase I and III first transform to pseudo-
six fold coordinated phase II (P42/mnm or Pnnm) and bent phase IV (Pbcn or P41212),
both with elongated molecular bonds and compressed intermolecular distances, and finally
to a fully extended phase V (P212121), made of four-fold coordinated carbon atoms. These
experimental results suggest that the electron delocalization occurs gradually, via
intermediate phases (II, IV and III to an extent) to a fully extended covalent solid (V). The
formation of intermediary phases lowers the barrier to breaking the strong C=O molecular
double bonds to form singly bonded tetrahedral CO4 structures.
Similarly, molecular N2O phase I and III transform to the intermediary phase II
(P42/mnm) and IV (Pbcn) and then disproportionates to an ionic product of NO
+NO3
- and
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N2.  The increase of ionicity in N2O leads to the ionic solid, that again occurs gradually via
dipole ordered N2O-III and IV phases.
However, theoretical descriptions of such a gradual electron delocalization through
intermediate phases have been challenges.  Recent total energy calculations of CO2 [116],
for example, assert a different picture that the high-pressure, “intermediate” phases may be
strictly molecular and have entirely different phase stabilities.  This calculation, however,
fails to account for the stability of the bent phase IV (Pbcn) and, instead, suggests that a
molecular Cmca structure (experimentally found at the ambient temperature) occupies the
entire stability field of phase IV (experimentally found only at high temperatures).  This
description advocates an extended stability domain for molecular CO2 and seems to imply
that the molecular-to-nonmolecular transition occurs rather abruptly at the phase boundary
between phases III and V.
While the existence and stability of bent configuration in CO2, N2O, and CS2 are
apparent [72, 83, 91, 107], theoretical descriptions of such phases also face challenges
[116] and result in substantially higher energy, ~ several eV, than their linear
configuration. Nevertheless, it is not surprising, considering the fact that the bent
configuration is stabilized only by their collective behaviors at high pressures. Without
strong molecular association (seen in the phase II and III and, to an extent, the paired layer
phase III at high pressures), the bent configuration may simply represent an excited state
of these triatomics, which is bent and several eV higher than the linear ground states.
Furthermore, considering that transformation kinetics plays an important role in
determining the phase stability of both N2O and CO2 (and very likely other molecular
compounds), any calculation aiming to predict their phase stabilities must include
molecular dynamics simulations of a large number of structural configurations and
reaction paths in addition to the minimum energy calculations.
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